Twelve-Channel, Five-Button Wireless Key

**WS4959**

**Features That Make a Difference:**

- 12 programmable functions
- Attractive, compact design
- Integrated tri-color LED to indicate signal transmission and security modes
- Four durable, scratch-resistant buttons and center toggle button
- Multifunction clip included
- Reliable 433MHz technology
- Full three-second delay on panic function
- Long-life lithium batteries included

**WS4959**

Ideal for large residential or small commercial applications, the WS4959 is capable of supporting 12 programmable security and home automation functions. The WS4959 features four scratch-resistant buttons and a center button that allows users to toggle between three security modes. An integrated tri-color (red, green and amber) LED provides visual verification, signifying to users what mode they are engaged in and that a transmission has been sent to the security system. The WS4959 incorporates a full, three-second activation delay on its panic function to help reduce false alarms. Also included is a multifunction clip that allows the unit to be secured to a belt or attached to a car visor.

**Working With Multi-Partition Systems**

The WS4959 is effectively three wireless keys within one unit, and was a result, is capable of independently controlling up to three partitions. By assigning one of the three serial numbers of the WS4959 to a partition, the four function buttons of the wireless key can be programmed to perform different tasks via the control panel's programmable outputs.

**Easy To Use**

The WS4959 provides users with an uncomplicated, portable means to arm and disarm their security systems. The unit's four large function buttons and center toggle button are clearly defined to ensure trouble-free activation.

Contact your DSC distributor
www.dsc.com | 1-888-888-7838
False Alarm Reduction

False alarm reduction has resulted in the introduction of activation delays that require users to press and hold a button for a period of time before its function is initiated. To activate any of the programmed functions of the WS4959, press and hold the appropriate button until the one-second activation delay expires. The WS4959 incorporates a full, three-second activation delay on its panic function to help reduce false alarms.

Visual Confirmation

The WS4959 features an integrated tri-color (red, green, amber) LED that flashed to indicate a transmission has been sent to the security system. The three colors of the LED indicate security modes that users activate by using the toggle button located in the center of the unit.

Value Added

The WS4959 uses reliable 433MHz wireless technology, long-life lithium batteries and is compatible with all of DSC’s current wireless receivers.

Compatibility

The WS4959 is compatible with the following receivers:

- IMPASSA Self-Contained 2-Way Wireless Security System
- ALEXOR 2-Way Wireless Security System
- SCW9045/9047 Self-Contained Wireless Security System
- PowerSeries Wireless Receivers PC5132-433 / RF5132-433 / RF5108-433 / TR5164-433
- PowerSeries RFK Keypads RFK55XX-433
- MAXSYS Wireless Receivers PC4164-433 / RF4164-433
- WS4920 Wireless Repeater

Specifications

- Dimensions: $2\frac{1}{4}\,\text{"} \times 1\frac{1}{4}\,\text{"} \times 7/16\,\text{"}$ (57 mm x 32 mm x 13 mm)
- Weight: 0.6 oz (18 g)
- Battery: CR2025 (3V Lithium)
- Operating Temperature: 32° to 120°F (0° to 49°C)
- Relative Humidity: 5% to 93%